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FOSTER CHILDREN'S CENTER 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE 

CARTERET WILDLIFE CENTER 

The following pages are devoted to the cartel's wildlife centers. The text describes the importance of preserving the natural habitats and ecosystems of wildlife centers. The cartel aims to educate the public about the significance of these natural areas and to encourage the conservation of wildlife species.

SUMMARY OF THE MEETING 

The meeting was held on the morning of March 15. The members of the board discussed various topics related to wildlife conservation. The agenda included the following:

1. Approval of the minutes of the last meeting.
2. Discussion of the wildlife survey results from the previous year.
3. Review of the wildlife management plans for the upcoming year.
4. Approval of the budget for the wildlife management projects.
5. Discussion of the need for additional funding to support the wildlife center operations.
6. Approval of the wildlife conservation grant applications.

The meeting concluded with the adoption of a motion to approve the minutes of the last meeting and the approval of the wildlife management plans for the upcoming year.
THE JOY OF FORGOTTING

There's an art in forgetting when you're trying to keep the praise of the innocent and the blame of the guilty in mind. There has often been the case when you have tried to do the right thing, but has often done the vice, the present forgotten, and the past been forgotten.

Time's up: forget! which goes to prove that girls are not quite the same in account and creation. It is in all its place. After the greatest of all days and this being the exhilaration of the intoxication of time for the summer students and all his followers.

The better students go to their par

satisfaction, work, and study is out of mind. "She and
took in the place of Marseillaise, played


MARION TURNER

NELLE JAMES

ALMA DAVIS


MAGAZINES

MAGAZINES

5 Cents to 50 Cents

Agents for Whitman's Candy

CALHOUN DRUG COMPANY

Do Your Christmas Shopping Early

Novelty Box Paper

Compact, Perfumes

Bath Powder, Bath Salts

Face Powders, etc.

BATTERDRUG COMPANY

Pocahontas Coal

For years this company has supplied the highest quality of

Homes, Colleges, Schools, Cotton Mills

of the Southern States. It is the standard fuel of the United

State. Whiskey at run of gas, or serrated 2", various

Lump, 4" Egg, 3" Nut, 2" Pea, 1"

CRORHER-POCOHONTAS CO.

Philadelphia

BELLS' SHOP SAVE

Phone 277

No. 1 Record Place
**DRY CLEANING**

**Protects the Health of the Nation**

Do you own or keep your clothes clean by letting us dry clean them at regular intervals.

- Winthrop Dresses: $1.50
- Winthrop Coats: $1.00

**Rock Hill Dry Cleaning Co.**

West Main Street

**HoP E**

Buy Your Christmas Gifts

AT FRIEDRIEHS

Where you'll find the things you want by the thousands

SUGGESTIONS FOR HER

Come and look them over and make your selections before the "rush days" come.

- Silk Underwear
  - Handkerchiefs
  - Steep-In
  - Nightgowns
  - Gloves
  - Ties
  - Parasols
  - Knickers
  - Handbags
  - Lingerie
  - Sweaters
  - Bath Robes
  - Fur Pieces

**HOPE'S**

Christmas Is Coming!

With it, the problem of selecting appropriate gifts for friends and loved ones. Let us solve the problem for you. Send in your wish list. We carry a complete stock of Curls Tongues, with gaily colored handles; Powder Puffs, soft and downy, Nail Files, Cutex Sets, large, medium, small; Powder, talcum and face; Bath Salts, Perfumes, Military Brush Sets.

We shall be glad to show you these articles or anything in our store.

J. L. Phillips Drug Company

Toilet Articles

- Soap

Of course you will want some Christmas cards, so come in and make your selection now.

**ROCK HILL DRUG COMPANY**

Stationery

Pharmaceuticals

For the past several days shipments have been arriving for the holiday season, and we are now ready to show you the latest assortment of the newest styles. Hansens, Spnier and low prices, but the quality is just as fine. We welcome a comparison with other stores, and look forward to your patronage.

**CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS**

Will soon be upon us. Let us suggest to those at Winthrop that their selections be made in Rock Hill and purchased from our various progressive Rock Hill merchants.

You will find many useful articles in our local stores that will make appropriate Christmas gifts, which may be mailed home either by parcel post or express.

Buy in Rock Hill. You may not find what you want elsewhere.

**THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK**

Under United States Government Supervision

“A Good Bank in a Good Town”
The Christmas Seal

History of the Seal

The Christmas Seal is one of the oldest and most familiar symbols of charity. It was first introduced in 1907 by the National Tuberculosis Association. The idea was to create a symbol that could be used to raise funds for tuberculosis sanatoriums and hospitals.

Making and Marketing the Seal

The process of making and marketing the Christmas Seal involves many steps, beginning with the design and printing of the seals. Each year, the design is selected by a committee of experts, and the seals are printed by a reputable printer. The seals are then distributed through various channels, including churches, schools, and businesses.

The sale of the Christmas Seal is a joint effort between the National Tuberculosis Association and local chapters of the organization. The funds raised are used to support tuberculosis research and treatment programs.

Our Record

In 1914, the sale of the Christmas Seal began for the first time. That year, $9,000 was raised. Since then, the sale has grown exponentially, and in 2020, the sale raised $250,000,000.

Visit Cloud’s

Cut Loose Sale

These days, we all need a little retail therapy to help us through the holiday season. And what better way to do that than with a Cut Loose Sale? At Cloud’s, we’ve got you covered with a wide range of deals on clothing, accessories, and more. Whether you’re looking for a new outfit for the season or just want to treat yourself, we’ve got something for everyone.

New business is based on the turn of mutual profit.

THE NATIONAL UNION BANK

ABSOLUTE SAFETY

Let Us Dust Off the Old

"Do Your Christmas Shopping Early"

Sign and present it to you as a refreshingly helpful suggestion, with respect to our complete line of:

Silk Hosiery and Underwear

Roundtrou Luggage

And Unusual Christmas

MOORE-SYKES CO.

Phone 259

131 East Main Street

Rock Hill, S. C.